New Service

Announcing Japan's First Direct Scheduled Airline Service to Poland!
- LOT Polish Airlines to Launch Narita-Warsaw Operation Tokyo, 19 June 2015: Narita International Airport Corporation (NAA) is pleased to announce
that LOT Polish Airlines (IATA code: LO) will launch new service between Narita and Warsaw as
described below, commencing on Thursday, 14 January 2016.
LOT, Poland's national flag carrier, commenced operation in 1929 and has a history dating back
86 years. As the leading airline in Central and Eastern Europe, LOT will operate the first
scheduled service linking Japan with Poland.
This new service provides a bridge to the Central and Eastern European region where Narita
Airport's network has so far been missing a direct link. With smooth connections at the
compact Warsaw Airport which is LOT’s home base, it will provide convenient access not only to
Poland’s domestic destinations, but also to popular locations in Central and Eastern Europe such
as the Czech Republic and Hungary.
Narita Airport is delighted to welcome the arrival of a new airline customer from Europe (not
including Far Eastern Russia) for the first time in almost eight years since 2008. We greatly
look forward to the addition of a new destination that will enable us to offer an even more
convenient network to our customers extending throughout Europe.
Enjoy air travels on Narita’s extensive network.
[Details]
 Schedule:
Outbound
Inbound

3 flights/week from Thursday, 14 January 2016.
Flight
LO 080
LO 079

Departure
Narita
Warsaw

STD
11：05
15：00

Arrival
Warsaw
Narita

STA
14：40
9:20
(next day)

Flight Days
Mon, Thu, Sat
Wed, Fri, Sun

 Aircraft:
Boeing B787-8
 Seating capacity:
252 (18 Business, 21 Premium Economy, 213 Economy)
* For more information, visit LOT Polish Airlines website at:
http://www.lot.com/pl/en/
* Conditional upon approval by the relevant governments. Details are subject to
change without notice.
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PRESS RELEASE

FROM TOKYO DIRECTLY TO WARSAW – LOT POLISH AIRLINES ANNOUNCE A NEW LONGHAUL CONNECTION
Warsaw, 19 June 2015 – LOT will fly from Tokyo Narita to Warsaw Chopin Airport. This is the first direct connection from
Japan to Poland and Central-Eastern Europe, and first announced by LOT after successful restructuring process which ends
th
already in 2016. First flight from Tokyo Narita to Warsaw will take off on January 14 . Reservations already available.
For passengers from Japan, Poland, CEE and Japan, Narita – Warsaw slightly more than 10-hour flight guarantees the most
convenient and most efficient travel on this route. At the beginning LOT will operate flights from Tokyo to Warsaw on
Thursday, Saturday and Monday and from Warsaw to Tokyo three times a week, on Wednesday, Friday and Sunday in
accordance to the following schedule:
From January till the end of March (winter schedule):
WAW - NRT LO79 15:00 - 09:20+1 (local times)
NRT - WAW LO80 11:05 - 14:40 (local times)
This schedule gives to both outbound and inbound passengers short and convenient connections to dozens other
destinations in Europe such as Riga, Prague, Budapest, Geneva, Copenhagen, London or Paris.
LOT will be the first new European entrant to Narita for the first time in nearly 8 years. The new route will provide greater
convenience for both Japanese and European passengers.
"Thanks to this new connection to Japan LOT’s hub will play even more important role. Already now, our connections ensure
the most effective and much shorter transfer times than larger transfer hubs in the Western Europe. This means a
measurable benefit for both business and leisure passengers who, choosing LOT, will now fly from Poland or other countries
in Europe to Japan in the most comfortable and time efficient way" – said Sebastian Mikosz, CEO of LOT Polish Airlines.
“Tokyo is today one of the major Asian business centers and a major tourist destination. Business relations between both
countries are growing stronger. An in-depth analysis has shown that the choice of the first long-distance destination was
quite obvious” – he added.
All flights will be operated by the most modern aircraft in the world – Boeing 787 Dreamliner in the configuration of three
travel classes – LOT Economy, LOT Premium and LOT Business Class.
LOT will introduce several services especially for customers from Asia: the menu will include Japanese cuisine and the inflight entertainment system will feature movies of Japanese production. The whole in-flight entertainment system will be
available in the Japanese version.
About 15 thousand people travelled to Japan from Poland in 2013, which is an increase of about 45% comparing to 2012. 136
thousand people travel from the whole region of the Central and Eastern Europe annually. As many as 41 thousand people
arrive from Japan to Poland and 245 thousand to the Central and Eastern Europe every year. At least 2 percent year-overyear increase is forecasted in subsequent years.
Roundtrip travelers include both tourists and a large number of businessmen. About 300 Japanese companies operate in
Poland, including over 80 Japanese companies with production lines. Trade value is also significant. Only last year, goods

worth 770 million euros were exported from Poland to Japan and goods worth over 1.2 billion euros were exported from
Japan to Poland.
Warsaw – Tokyo – Warsaw will be the first connection, which will be inaugurated after the formal completion of LOT
restructuring process at the end of 2015.
Asia is the natural direction for LOT long-haul connections. It is confirmed by a success of carriers direct flights to Beijing
operated since 2012. Connection to Tokyo will be the second Asian route after Beijing in LOT regular flight network. It shows,
among others, that LOT ceased to be an ethnic carrier and became the line of first choice also for Asian clients, including
business people who appreciate product quality and service standard on the board of LOT Dreamliner, which is supported by
specially trained and carefully selected Elite Fleet staff.
Tickets are on sale in LOT distribution systems with starting price on the following routes:
WAW – NRT – WAW from 522 EUR
RIX – NRT – RIX from 581 EUR
MSQ – NRT – MSQ from 539 EUR
BUD – NRT – BUD from 499 EUR
PRG – NRT – PRG from 491 EUR
GVA – NRT – GVA from 546EUR
LHR – NRT – LHR from 690 EUR
Prices for many other connecting destinations are available at lot.com. Soon next step for LOT will be to announce several
new short-haul destinations, for which operations will also start in the beginning of 2016. This will give its passengers even
more interesting and convenient travel possibilities.

LOT Polish Airlines is a modern airline that connects New Europe with the world. It provides nearly 5 million passengers a year with the shortest and most
comfortable travel options to over 40 destinations worldwide via Warsaw, a competitive hub that offers fast connections. As the only carrier in the region,
LOT offers direct long-haul flights to the USA, Canada and China, while building its leadership position in East Central Europe. It flies one of the youngest
fleets in Europe and, as the only airline, operates the Boeing 787 Dreamliner, the world's most advanced aircraft, on all long-distance connections. LOT
relies primarily on the passionate and full of positive energy people, including the top ranking pilots in the global aviation business, often champions in many
aviation sports. With 86 years of experience, LOT is also one of the oldest airlines in the world and the most internationally recognized Polish brand. This
recognition is proven by the numerous awards from industry organizations, media and, above all, from the passengers.
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